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President's Message

President 's Message
Tahltan Nation,
I hope you and your families had a lovely holiday
season and have enjoyed a positive start to the new
year. To all those goal-setters out there, I wish you
luck with your 2017 resolutions and hope you have
surrounded yourself with the empowering people and
tools necessary to be successful.
This year I am personally aiming to get more
involved with mentoring our Tahltan youth and will
also become an active advocate of the Moosehide
Campaign. This campaign aims to bring men together
to help end violence against Aboriginal women and
children. I encourage all men to get involved and
welcome them to join me and others across Canada in
a fasting ceremony on February 16th in support of this
honourable cause.
As the Tahltan Central Government (TCG) approaches
another year, our internal governance and each of our
evolving departments have become increasingly more
organized, efficient and productive. Our steady growth
has forced all of our TCG staff members to experience
some challenging learning curves and I thank them
for their ongoing dedication, hard work and positive
attitudes. Our team has worked collaboratively to
support one another and continues to create new
strategies and accountability structures to ensure
we remain a financially prudent government that
continues to build further capacity throughout the
Tahltan Nation.
Our Employment and Training Department
(TahltanWorks) is working closely with leadership to
better implement our impact benefit agreements
with existing projects and ensuring the department
is heavily involved in active negotiations with other
existing and potential projects in Tahltan Territory.
This has lead to further employment, training and
scholarship opportunities for our people with
significant growth expected throughout the year.
The Lands Department, our technical team (THREAT)
and our negotiators have worked diligently in the
background with leadership to make historic progress
with wildlife, logging, mine exploration and land
use planning throughout Tahltan Territory. The TCG
recently negotiated a variety of beneficial agreements
related to these key areas and we have created some
very positive partnerships and opportunities in the
process.

In the spirit of partnership, I would like to welcome the
Tahltan Nation Development Corporation’s (TNDC)
new Chief Executive Officer, Peter Ardendt, into the
Tahltan Nation and wish him well in his new
leadership role. The TCG looks forward to collaborating
with Peter and supporting him as we work together to
strengthen Tahltan people and the local economy that
sustains our local communties.
In closing, I want to thank Garry Merkel and recognize
his years of service working as TNDC’s CEO and being
involved with the company since it was established
over 30 years ago. We are truly grateful for Garry’s
significant contributions over the years and are hopeful
that he will remain involved in Tahltan affairs for many
years to come.
Nedishchā

Chad Norman Day, President
Tahltan Central Government
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Baby Welcoming & Imp or tant Dates
Welcome Kaizley Lou & Kyleigh Dawn

Welcome Zoe-Marie Onawa Rayna Blackburn

Arabe

Birthday: November 8, 2016

Birthday: September 28, 2016

Weight: 6lbs 12oz

Weight: 5lbs 10oz & 5lbs 7oz

Proud Parents: Markie Blackburn & Ivy-Rose Amy

Proud Parents: Louie Arabe & Kailey Snyder

Fowler

Welcome Jasmine Rose Raelene Brown

Welcome Aria Precious Mariana Soulier

Birthday: November 27, 2016

Birthday: November 13, 2016

Weight: 6lbs 4oz

Weight: 7lbs 2oz

Proud Parents: Katelyn Brown & Balwinder

Proud Parents: Georgia Dennis & Edward Soulier

Hundal

Welcome Yakh’aii Juniper Nagwan

Welcome Chad Anthony John Boys

Birthday: December 2, 2016

Birthday: December 7, 2016

Weight: 8lbs 8oz

Weight: 9lbs 13oz

Proud Parents: Christine Creyke & Lance Nagwan

Proud Parents: Samantha Wilson & Johnny Boys

Welcome Jayden Riley Jubb

Welcome Chase William Parsons
Birthday: December 21, 2016

Birthday: December 14, 2016

Weight: 9lbs 3oz

Weight: 9lbs 8oz

Proud Parents: Keisha Brocklebank & Derek

Proud Parents: Megan Dennis & Brad Jubb

Parsons

Welcome Avery Viann Dennis Apsassin

Welcome Kashton Copper Chitzie Smith

Birthday: December 16, 2016

Birthday: Jan 7, 2017

Weight: 6lbs 14oz

Weight: 8lbs 11oz

Proud Parents: April Dennis & Curtis Apsassin

Proud Parents: Brenda Asp & Warren Smith

Welcome Max Raymond Marshall Seymour

Welcome Amadaeo Aaron Nole

Birthday: December 24, 2016

Birthday: January 17, 2017

Weight: 8lbs 3oz

Weight: 8lbs 2oz

Proud Parents: Kirsten & RJ Seymour

Proud Parents: Jesse Nole & Marina Bellrose

Welcome Raeya Matthews

Welcome Nixon Maddox McPherson

Birthday: January 23, 2017

Birthday: January 21, 2017

Weight: 8lbs 15oz

Weight: 7lbs 12oz

Proud Parents: Alanna Quock & Trevor Matthews

Proud Parents: Alan McPherson & Lindsay Doering

Welcome Jayden Robert Cloud Gauley

Welcome Danika Shae & Dax Sebastian

Birthday: January 15, 2017

Birthday: January 31, 2017

Weight: 8lbs 3oz

Weight: 5lbs 11oz & 5lbs 1oz

Proud Parents: Alana Donna Gauley & Shawn

Proud Parents: Georgette Kopp & Terry Kopp

Michael Cloud

Save the Dates
Moosehide Campaign Fasting Ceremony
February 16, 2017 - Throughout Canada

Minerals North Conference

4-on-4 Hockey Tournament

Annual Wildlife Symposium

February 17 - 18, 2017 - Dease Lake

Tahltan Band Land Code Community Meeting
February 21, 2017 - Dease Lake
Feburary 23 - Telegraph Creek

Yukon Native Hockey Tournament
March 17 - 19, 2017 - Whitehorse

TCG Annual Career Fair
April 1 - 2, 2017 - Dease Lake

April 25 - 27, 2017 - Prince George

May 26 -27, 2017 - Willie and Grace William's Ranch

Tour de Telegraph Bike Ride
June 30, 2017 - Telegraph Creek

TCG Annual General Assembly
July 1 - 3, 2017 - Dease Lake

Tahltan Elders Council Meeting
July 4, 2017 - Dease Lake
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Dease L ake Communit y Funds Advisor y Commit tee (DLCFAC )

The Tahltans who live in the community of Dease Lake and
IR #9 consistently provided feedback that they felt
unrepresented and discriminated against when it came to
community funding and opportunities. The Tahltan
Central Government (TCG) advocated to create new
processes to alleviate this issue through the signing of the
Protocol Agreement between the TCG, Iskut Band, and
Tahltan Band in the summer of 2015. The protocol was an
empowering document for many reasons, but we will focus
on the sections that pertain directly to the community of
Dease Lake.

Lake community during multiple meetings discussing
various ways to build an accountable process to administer
the funds set aside for the community. Following such
gatherings, surveys and further meetings with all three
Tahltan government entities (TCG, Tahltan Band, Iskut Band),
it was then decided that a committee would be established
to disberse the funds through accountable and fair
processes. In addition, it was decided that this newly
established decision-making body would include
representation from both the local residents and the
Tahltan leadership entities.

Through the protocol, the Dease Lake community receives
an equal amount as the Telegraph Creek and Iskut
communities through various revenue streams that flow to
the Tahltan Nation. President Chad Norman Day explained
this last year during TCG's first "TCG Financial Meeting” in
Dease Lake. The financial presentation and information was
then shared in twelve other locations across BC, the
Yukon and Alberta last summer during TCG's annual
"Update Meetings” with the leadership. The funds are
derived from various signing bonuses, operational
bonuses, and revenue-sharing agreements with the
Province of British Columbia, AltaGas and Imperial Metals.

A committee structure was developed and a “call out” for
community members took place in December of 2016. This
process was concluded in January of 2017 and the three
successful applicants were as follows:

Following the meetings mentioned above, the TCG made a
commitment to build an accountable structure that would
allow Dease Lake to begin spending the funds. The TCG
has led the process ever since and the Secretary/Treasurer,
Adrian Carlick, has been heavily involved and will act as the
first Chair of the DLCFAC.
Since the protocol agreement was signed, the TCG
conducted surveys for Tahltans online and within the Dease

Dease Lake Community Representatives
• Cheri Frocklage
• Freda Campbell
• Carol Danielson

Tahltan Leadership Representatives
• Adrian Carlick, Secretary/Treasurer - TCG
• Rick McLean, Chief Councillor - Tahltan Band
• Rhoda Jakesta, Councillor - Iskut Band
We look forward to having our first meetings in February.
The group will develop a thorough Terms of Reference and
policies to ensure DLCFAC creates accountable, fair and
reasonable processes that will ensure these funds are spent
responsibly, properly accounted for, and serve the best
interests of the Dease Lake community.

Thank you to everyone who participated in our meetings, surveys and who took the time to influence the decisions
that led to the DLCFAC. The Tahltan community will continue to have opportunities to influence the work and
decisions of DLCFAC and updates will be provided in future TCG newsletters and our other communication outlets.
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Welcoming TNDC’s New Chief Executive Officer
The Tahltan Nation
Development Corporation
(TNDC) Board of Directors
is pleased to welcome Peter
Arendt to assume the helm
of TNDC. With his extensive
background and vast
experience in the resource
development and operations
sector, Peter is an exceptional
choice to advance TNDC’s strategic goals and drive
long-term sustainable growth. He will play a critical
role working with industry, government and our
business partners to lead a renewed focus to ensure
TNDC and the Tahltan Nation participate in and
benefit from sustainable and responsible resource and
industrial development in Tahltan Territory.

"It is an honour to be appointed Chief Executive Officer of
TNDC, applying my Canadian and international experience
in operations, projects and business development. With its
long history, strong reputation, extensive experience and
local advantage, TNDC is in a unique position to capitalize
on the resource and industrial activity occurring in Tahltan
Territory. With the support of the TNDC board and staff, I
look forward to working with industry and government
to escalate the corporation’s involvement in this activity
and advance initiatives to diversify its business model. Our
ultimate goal is to generate more employment, training and
contracting opportunities for Tahltan members"
- Peter Arendt

Peter is a senior mining and energy professional
with more than 30 years of experience. He has
held leadership roles in coal marketing, business
development, engineering, operations, project
development and transportation/logistics. His
extensive international experience includes positions
and projects in a number of countries, including
Canada, Australia, Latin America and Asia, which
includes working with indigenous people. He holds a
Bachelor of Engineering (Mining) from the University
of Queensland and a Graduate Diploma in Business
from the Curtin University of Technology, both in
Australia. Peter is also qualified as a professional
engineer in British Columbia and Alberta.

" On behalf of the board and staff, we express our
gratitude to Garry Merkel for the significant contributions
he has made to TNDC. Under Garry’s leadership,
TNDC has established a solid operational foundation
and launched strategic initiatives that will drive the
corporation’s long-term, sustainable growth. As an early
leader of TNDC’s management team and chair of its
board prior to assuming the CEO position, Garry has been
instrumental in guiding TNDC’s evolution. We are pleased
he will continue to serve as an advisor to support the
leadership transition and advance our strategic goals."

TNDC’s Board Chair, Calvin Carlick, had this to say:

TN DC at A ssoc iat ion of M ine ral E x p lorat ion (AM E) Roundup
Each January, TNDC hosts a private reception during the AME Roundup event in Vancouver. This is an
important gathering that brings together TNDC’s management, board of directors, business partners and
suppliers. In addition, it acts as a space for other companies and government personnel to make formal
contact with TNDC and the Tahltan leadership in attendance. The venue is a place to begin new
relationships, build on current relationships and acknowledge all the success and teamwork from the
previous year. This year’s event was extra special, as it served as a platform for the TNDC board to introduce
its new Chief Executive Officer (CEO), Peter Arendt, and to pay homage to outgoing CEO, Garry Merkel.
Garry will continue to work in an advisory role to support the transition and remains determined to help
TNDC through the process.
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Co - Management Agreement with the Province
Certificate (EAC) conditions, and any other provincial
requirements on an annual basis.

On Tuesday, January 24th, 2017 the Tahltan Central
Government (TCG) signed a bilateral co-management
agreement with the province of British Columbia. This
agreement will establish an engagement platform to create
frameworks related to the construction, operation, and
closure of the Red Chris Mine. This agreement was signed
by TCG President Chad Norman Day and the Minister of
Energy and Mines, Bill Bennett.
This agreement confirms the Tahltan Nation's direct
participation in the environmental, geotechnical,
and reclamation inspections. It will create the formal
engagement and venue for Tahltans to raise matters
pertaining to the Red Chris Mine. It also specifies the
Tahltan Nation’s role in compliance and monitoring
requirements. In addition, the Province will provide the
nation with the relevant information to assess and track the
status of all permit conditions, Environmental Assessment

President Day had this to say, “This agreement is historical
for the Tahltan Nation as it will ensure we remain properly
informed and heavily involved in the decision-making
processes with permitting on the Red Chris project.
Furthermore, it allows for us to have our own people and
independent experts completing the environmental oversight
work necessary to ensure this project complies with provincial,
federal and Tahltan environmental standards. There are several
other empowering provisions throughout this agreement that
are unique to the strengthening relationship between the
Province and the Tahltan Nation.”
This agreement fits within the broader reconciliation
agreement that the Ministry of Aboriginal Relations and
Reconciliation (MARR) is currently negotiating on behalf
of the Province. This agreement marks the second major
agreement signed with the Province pertaining to the Red
Chris Mine. The first was a revenue sharing agreement
signed back in 2015 which provides the Tahltan Nation with
a large percentage of the tax revenues collected by the
Province from the Red Chris Mine.

First Nations Major Projec ts Coalition
On December 5th, 2016, the TCG leadership represented
by Vice President Heather Hawkins and Secretary/
Treasurer Adrian Carlick attended a meeting with the newly
developing First Nations Major Projects Coalition (FNMPC)
group in Prince George, BC. This group is advocating for
First Nations in British Columbia in hopes to change policies
and legislation to ensure First Nations can obtain higher
equity ownership in economic development projects,
as well as work together to create better environmental
standards.
The FNMPC was very welcoming of the Tahltan Nation.
With each First Nation getting involved, further expertise,
experience and strength is brought to the table. Tahltans
are the most experienced First Nation group in the mining
industry and our government structure is also very distinct
compared to other groups.

We caught up with Theresa Tait-Day of the Wet'suwet'en
First Nation who is one of the people spearheading this
initiative. She says, “The Government of Canada had a 20
billion dollar fund for loan guarantees that First Nations people
did not have access to and that it was imperative that our
people started working together to tap into this resource. We
have inescapable economic benefits to the land and it's up to
us to use it the best we can.”
The TCG will remain involved and sees value in the FNMPC’s
mandate and some of the capacity building opportunities
that they bring to the table. There are a several models they
are using to further their progress and you can find more
information at fnmpc.ca
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Tahltan Nation Tack les Federal Environmental A ssessment

On December 13, 2016, the TCG made oral submissions
to the federal government’s Expert Panel on the
Review of Environmental Assessment Processes in
Vancouver, BC. The TCG told the panel that
environmental assessments (EA) must improve the way
they analyze cumulative effects from multiple projects
in the region, and make better uses of Tahltan
knowledge within the EAs.
For this review process, TCG has retained the assistance
of Nalaine Morin (Principal of Arrowblade Consulting)
and lawyers from the Pacific Centre for Environmental
Law and Litigation (CELL). Nalaine and CELL
collaborated on drafting the written submissions to the
Expert Panel. These submissions set out specific
proposals for EA reform based upon the Tahltan
Nation’s experience with EAs in their territory. These
proposals include ways to implement the United
Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples (UNDRIP) into the federal EA, improve the use
of strategic, regional, and cumulative effects
assessments, and integrate Tahltan knowledge into
federal EAs.
Chad Norman Day, President of the TCG, appeared
before the Expert Panel in Vancouver along with CELL
lawyers Chris Tollefson and Anthony Ho, who were
contributors to the Tahltan Nation’s written
submissions. President Day began the presentation
with an overview of Tahltan Territory, its richness in
natural resources, and the economic developments in
the area, both past and present. He also spoke about
lessons that can be learned from the Tahltan Nation’s
experience with federal EAs. Tollefson followed with an
overview of some of the key EA reform
recommendations found within the Tahltan Nation’s
written submissions.

Later that evening, President Day, Mr. Tollefson, and Mr.
Ho attended the Expert Panel’s indigenous open
dialogue sessions. In a roundtable workshop format
with the Panel, the Panel Secretariat, and other
attendees, they participated in discussions regarding
how the current federal EA regime fails to engage with
and address the concerns of indigenous peoples and
their communities, and ways to address these issues.
This Expert Panel is one of four reviews of
environmental and regulatory processes that the
federal government is now undertaking. The others
include an expert panel on modernizing the National
Energy Board and two Parliamentary committees on
restoring lost protections and introducing modern
safeguards to the Fisheries Act and the Navigation
Protection Act.
The TCG and CELL will continue to collaborate
throughout the Expert Panel’s review process and will
look for ways to make Tahltans' concerns heard in the
other federal review processes as well.
“CELL looks forward to continuing to work with the
Tahltan on resource management and environmental
protection issues,” says Tollefson. “This project has
allowed us to gain a better understanding of Tahltan
perspectives on these issues, and to build upon some
excellent working relationships with Tahltan leaders and
advisors.”
This Expert Panel is expected to provide its report and
recommendations to the federal government by March
31, 2017.
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President Highlights Tahltan Nation Success

planning and explained that the Tahltan Nation is
currently working with oral data, local communities,
scientists and other experts to create further areas of
permanent protection.

The 7th annual holiday banquet for the Aboriginal
Lawyers Forum (ALF) took place in Vancouver on
November 25, 2016. This gathering had law students
and graduates, lawyers, judges and others working
within the field of Aboriginal Law in attendance.
The mandate of the forum is to facilitate networking,
mentoring, professional development and to honour
Aboriginal culture. This year the forum wanted a
progressive leader to reflect on how changes in
Aboriginal Law have impacted First Nation
communities. President Chad Norman Day was the
keynote speaker. His speech focused on the
accomplishments, both past and present, that the
Tahltan people have achieved through utilizing the
Canadian legal system and, when necessary, opposing
Canadian laws to assert inherit Tahltan rights.
Successful stories of protecting Tahltan laws without
significant backing from Canadian laws included those
surrounding Klappan, the Stikine River and ongoing
issues Tahltans face with resident hunters. President
Day highlighted the need for further land use

The role that the legal education system has played in
aiding the structure and progression of the TCG was
also discussed. President Day was quick to point out
that three law school alumni have now acted as
leaders for the central government – George Asp,
Annita McPhee and himself. Furthermore, he
recognized and provided examples of some of the
excellent work completed by two other Tahltan lawyers
- Stacey Edzerza-Fox and Cynthia Callison.
He also spoke about some of the historical agreements
recently signed by the Tahltan Nation and how they
were being implemented on the ground. He provided
advice to the law students in attendance, and then
acknowledged that Canada has a long way to go to
achieve true reconciliation with First Nation people.
He offered several solutions that would empower First
Nations and ensure they became more independent.

Discussing Mineral E xploration at AME Roundup
During the Association for Mineral Exploration (AME)
Roundup this year, President Chad Norman Day joined
a facilitated dialogue event that discussed challenges
facing mineral exploration and the mining industry.
He was joined by a First Nation communications
consultant and a non-Aboriginal consultant that works
for Industry.
The session provided opportunities for Tahltan
leadership to have an open dialogue discussing some
of the discontent with the current mine exploration
practices, such as online staking, inadequate
consultation from companies and government, lack
of enforcement personnel in northern BC, failure to
address cumulative impacts, etc.
After the first hour of discussion with the panelists, the
audience wrote down over forty different questions;

they were clearly very engaged. This is what President
Day had to say about the three-hour event:
“This was the first time I joined a panel this small and
with three hours of discussion. I think it allowed me to
help everyone in attendance get a fuller understanding
of the issues with the mine exploration system and, more
specifically, some of the problems we face as a Tahltan
Nation. We face over 30% of the mine exploration in BC
each year and we have a reputation with the outside
world as being the most advanced First Nation group
when it comes to mining, so they look to us to explain
best practices with early engagement, IBA agreements,
employment/training for the industry and so forth. There
will always be a spot for Tahltan leadership to speak at
mining conferences in British Columbia and beyond.”
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TCG E xpec ts Communication Agreements with Industr y

During the AME Roundup this year the TCG signed
multiple communication agreements and plans to sign
several more in the coming months. Such agreements
are key to establish an open dialogue between
companies working in Tahltan Territory and the
Nation’s leadership and membership.
These agreements do not provide any support for the
company’s activities, but rather they help ensure the
TCG has adequate resources and capacity to continue
improving our communication outlets and strategies
with the companies and with the Tahltan membership.
For example, such agreements often provide
commitments for the following:
• Sponsorship and participation in the Tahltan
Industrial Newsletter
• Sponsorship and updates with Tahltan leadership
at AME Roundup
• Sponsorship of Tahltan students at AME Roundup
• Sponsorship and participation at the Tahltan
Employment Fair
• Attendance at leadership meetings on a bi-annual
basis
• Site visits by the Tahltan Leadership and/or the
TCG Lands Department
• Community meetings upon request of Tahltan
Leadership
• Cross-cultural training
• Support for TCG administration and
communications teams
• Collaborating with TahltanWorks to maximize
Tahltan training, employment and contract
opportunities

James Dennis, Communications Officer for the TCG
explained:
"The communication agreements are excellent because
they provide the TCG and the companies with reasonable
timelines and budgets that make it much easier for
everyone to plan effective communication with one
another. We work really hard to keep Tahltans informed
about the TCG’s activities, but keeping them informed
about every company in our territory requires
additional information-sharing, resources and
collaboration from the company. So these agreements are
awesome because they provide clear guidance,
expectations and allow us to meet more of the
communication demands of the Tahltan people."
President Chad Norman Day noted:
"Signing an agreement with us to improve the
communication outlets is a no-brainer for any company
that understands Aboriginal Law in the 21st century. How
can they expect to create a good relationship with
Tahltans if they aren’t meeting with leadership and
ensuring our people are involved and well-informed about
their activities? They can’t, and that’s a huge risk for any
company, particularly in a jurisdiction like British
Columbia that is riddled with uncertainty in unceded First
Nation territories like ours. We did not welcome these
companies into our territory, so as long as they want to
be here they should be respectful enough to participate in
the communication outlets we have created to ensure our
people are properly informed. Communication
agreements and transparency with these companies is
going to become the norm in our territory - our people will
not accept anything less, and neither will we as leaders."
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L ands Depar tment Update
Klappan Land Plan Update

current Klappan plan needs input at the community
level for the plan to be successful and to become a
land plan that is owned and supported by the Tahltan
people.

In 2013, the TCG and the Province signed and
implemented a government-to-government
agreement including strategic initiatives. In 2014 the
Klappan Strategic Initiative (KSI) was initiated which
was a joint initiative between the Tahltan and the
Province to begin a land planning process for the
Klappan.

Red Chris Permitting Update

The KSI included the development of a technical
report, summarizing resources/values in the Klappan
and recommendations for land management. The
report is now complete and the second phase, which
includes the development of objectives, land zoning,
and management discussions was initiated in 2016.
This phase has completed land zoning and a plan
which includes general management direction for each
zone. A management board, with Tahltan and
representatives from the Province, will be established
to develop specific land management direction for
each zone.
Community engagement for the KSI included
community meetings, updates to Tahltan leadership
and stakeholder engagement. The technical working
group included Tahltan community members as well
as Tahltan and consultant representatives from the
Tahltan Heritage Resources Environmental Assessment
Team (THREAT).
Now that the land zoning map and land plan have
been developed, the management board (once
established) will be focused on community
engagement and the development of specific land
management principles that support the objectives of
both the Tahltan and the Province. Community
participation in the development of management
principles for the plan is important to ensure that the
long-term objectives are achieved. Community
meetings held in November 2016 for the Klappan plan
identified the need for the working group to establish
new opportunities for communications.
The development of the Klappan plan has been a
commitment by both the Province and the Tahltan
leadership to secure lands in Tahltan Territory. The

The Red Chris Mine had a busy 2016 working on
permitting and construction of the south tailings dam
and reclaim dam. A number of key permits were
required for the tailings impoundment area including:
• Schedule II designation under the Metal Mining
Effluent Regulations
• Authorization under the federal Fisheries Act
• Construction and operation permit amendments
under the provincial Mines Act
• Effluent permit amendment under the provincial
Environmental Management Act
All permits were achieved in 2016. The south dam and
south reclaim dam were constructed by November of
2016. The Tahltan Lands Department and
representatives of the Tahltan technical team (THREAT)
reviewed all applications and provided comments to
the Mine Review Committee. All comments raised by
us and the Province were taken into consideration
when developing permitting conditions for the mine.
THREAT and the province held community meetings
with Red Chris technical representatives to answer
questions and concerns Tahltan members had
regarding the project. The Tailings Review Board for
the project met twice in 2016 to review tailings
operations and to provide advice to the Red Chris
Mine. In each meeting, they reviewed and discussed
technical information such as engineering reports and
models followed by a site visit to review operations.
The Province is now working on finalizing an
operational Environmental Management Act permit for
the south dam. The Province and the Tahltan recently
signed an enhanced strategic engagement agreement
for the Red Chris Mine which will involve a number of
operations including monitoring, management, and
comprehensive engagement through permitting
processes.
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Alask a Hydro Corp oration - More Creek Hydroelec tric Projec t
Alaska Hydro Corp (AHC) submitted their Project
Description to the Canadian Environmental Assessment
Agency (CEAA) for the More Creek Hydroelectric
Project (MCHP) on September 14, 2016, for a federal
review. On October 20th, the Environmental
Assessment Office (EAO) notified TCG that they will
soon begin the environmental assessment process for
the MCHP. Thereafter, TCG and THREAT submitted
comments to CEAA and Galore Creek submitted
comments in December. Both parties suggested there
would be significant impacts to Tahltan Territory and
the Galore Creek Project.
AHC proposes to construct and operate a 75 megawatt
hydroelectric dam across the More Creek Valley with
reservoir storage, located approximately 130 km North
of Stewart. More Creek is a tributary of the Iskut River,
which then flows into the Stikine. The project would
generate approximately 348 gigawatt hours of
electricity per year and its reservoir storage area would
cover about 2680 hectares of the More Creek drainage
basin. The proposed area to be affected by the
flooding also includes a large portion of the Galore
Creek Road.
The Lands Department submitted comments based
on the Project Description which includes high level
potential environmental effects of the hydroelectric
project including effects on heritage resources, wildlife,
hydrological, water quality, geomorphology, fisheries,
powerline and cumulative impacts.

project. There is no call to power until 2020 and most
people feel that this project is unrealistic or has a low
probability of progressing. However, CEAA has issued a
review and produced a “Consultation Plan” and “DRAFT
Guidelines for the preparation of an Environmental
Impact Assessment.”

Tahltan Nation Land Use Plan
Since official kickoff of the LUP process at the AGA last
summer, engagement with members of Tahltan Nation
has begun. Be sure to visit www.tahltanland.org and
click “Register” to participate and follow the latest news
about the project! Participation on the website is
exclusively for members of Tahltan Nation. For more
information please contact:

The Lands Department is hoping that a community
meeting with leadership will be arranged soon to
determine how the Tahltan Nation feels about this

Riannon Ball
Lands & Resource Coordinator
lands@tahltan.org

St ik ine R ive r R adiat ion Te st ing on Fish
Over the past year the Tahltan people continued to
express concerns towards the well-being of our wild
salmon along the Stikine River. This was
understandable following the Fukushima-Daiichi nuclear
accident and testing was undertaken over the summer.
The Radiation Protection Bureau (RPB) of Health
Canada conducted several tests on the radioactive
content in our salmon. According to their findings all but
one salmon showed undetectable levels of
artificial radioactive isotopes. There was only one
sample that came back with negative results, but the

level was more than 1,400 times lower than the food
safety guidelines. This low-level sample is expected to be
present from the nuclear bomb tests in the Pacific that
were carried out back in the mid-20th century.
Therefore, according to the RPB research and testing,
there have not been any significant signs of
contamination in our salmon that could lead to
adverse side effects or health concerns.
You can find more information on the monitoring data at
fukushimainform.ca
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Wildlife Guardian Program Up date
The TCG Lands
to the 3 Nations Aboriginal rights to the land and
Department and the
resources, to protect our wildlife
Province of BC (FLNRO)
have been working
• Opportunity to cooperate with the 3 Nations
together through
to implement Al Gorley’s moose restoration
shared discussions and
recommendations
meetings on the Fish and
Wildlife Working Group
Potential Outcomes:
to create a detailed work
plan to support wildlife
• Strategies for addressing issues in the 2017 hunting
and hunting activities for
season and beyond
the new fiscal year. The
work plan outlines key
• Funding for interim operational initiatives
priorities and objectives
for the upcoming
• Continued collaborative work toward a sustainable
hunting season which include: building a better
management system
understanding on wildlife management issues/tools,
collecting data at game checks, relationship building
• Long-term solutions to decade-long conflicts
with conservation officers (COs), compulsory inspection
contracts, and to collect community feedback on
The Lands Department and Tahltan Band have
moose surveys over the last two years.
submitted two proposals for funding through BCCI, as
well as through other federal and provincial funding
The Lands Department had also been working with
opportunities to cover the costs of this upcoming 2017
the 3 Nations (Tahltan, Kaska, Tlingit) to develop a
Wildlife Guardian field season through to 2020.
3-year concept proposal that was recently approved by
leadership of the 3 Nations at their January 22nd, 2017 The Wildlife Guardian Program has been busy
meeting in Vancouver. The proposal includes a “pilot”
from November to February planning, organizing
initiative to be implemented between 2017-2020 that
community meetings, researching, networking and
contains three general priorities:
proposing work plans for this upcoming 2017 field
season. Other significant winter activities included:
• Interim operational cooperation for compliance,
capacity building, and monitoring
• The Wildlife Stewardship Council attended with
various stakeholders at the Musqueam First Nation
• Identify options and create joint solutions to limit
Cultural Centre. Jarett delivered a short presentation
impacts for the 2017 hunting season and beyond
on our Wildlife Guardian Program and successfully
lobbied support with Rick McLean (Tahltan Band
• Establish a 3-year process to research and develop
Chief) and Bill Oestreich (TGOA
First Nation traditional management practices and
Vice-President) for Wildlife Stewardship initiatives
we will work with BC to incorporate them into the
within Tahltan Territory
current wildlife management approach
• Participated in technical training for project
Benefits for the Province:
management and mapping with various working
groups and other First Nations
• Reduces conflicts between licensed hunters and the
3 Nation's hunters, also improves safety of all land
• Completed bear den surveys on logging cut blocks
users
• Participated in 2017 AME Roundup meetings while
• Improves the relationship between 3 Nations,
attending training sessions in Vancouver and
licensed hunters, BC and other land users
ensured exploration companies understood the
ongoing growth of the Wildlife Guardian Program
• Reduces knowledge gaps within local areas by
gaining access to local information sources
• Planning coordinated wildlife and hunting
community update meetings for early March in
• Supports balanced decision making, with respect
Telegraph Creek, Dease Lake and Iskut
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Tahltan Guide Out f it ters A ssociation Updates
Wild Sheep Foundation Donates $100,000

The Tahltan Central Government (TCG) and the Tahltan
Guide Outfitters Association (TGOA) have developed
a close working relationship in recent years in order to
collaboratively work together to protect, enhance and
celebrate the wildlife throughout Tahltan
Territory. Both entities remain determined to serve the
best interests of the wildlife and to work closely with
the local communities.

Wildlife Sampling Program
The TGOA and TCG partnered up to start a
community initiated sampling program that aims to
utilize hunters to collect samples of harvested animals
using the proper kits. By collecting various parts of the
harvested animal and sharing it with wildlife scientists,
important data is gathered to help us maintain healthy
wildlife populations. Throughout the past six months
local hunters collected tissue, blood and hair to test for
disease and establish baseline data for the local
wildlife. Recent funding has ensured a continued
program for 2017. The veterinarians have expressed
thanks that this is the best participation (kit return)
they have ever had on projects of this nature
throughout the province. There will also be more
training coming to the communities over the next few
months.

The TGOA is excited to announce the first joint
wildlife project with TCG and TGOA. Funding for this
has been provided by members of TGOA and Wild
Sheep Foundation (WSF). In November the WSF
presented a $100,000 cheque to TGOA and TCG
leaders to fund a comprehensive 3-year Stone sheep
seasonal movement, mortality and habitat in relation
to road development and industry. This project will
focus on identifying how Stone sheep use the
landscape in an area with ongoing mineral
exploration and mining. Such studies will contribute
to the implementation of mitigative management
strategies necessary to maintain a healthy Stone sheep
population. Furthering the education initiative within
the area, there will be two Dease Lake School students
that will participate in this project. This is a locally
designed project that will also include a grad student
that will bring the newest scientific methods to animal
disease and health testing.

Tahltan Elder Wins Prestigious Award
Since the year 2000, the prestigious Leland Award has
been awarded to a deserving hunting guide in British
Columbia. The winner of this award receives a bronze
sculpture by wildlife artist, Rick Taylor. Chris Creyke
was presented with the award at the TGOA Fundraiser
and Dance on November 12th, 2016 in Dease Lake.
Congratulations Chris!

Grad Student to Work on Tahltan Wildlife
As a result of having these samples we will be having
a grad student working with Tahltan communities and
outfitters to work on caribou health and populations
using traditional, and local knowledge as a
management tool. This student will help establish
scientific methodology based on local knowledge to
assist with studying the health of northern wildlife
management.
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Tahltan Nation Agree to Logging License E x tension
This past January the TCG signed a one-year extension
with Brinkman Forest Ltd. on the Non-Replaceable
Forest License A64561. This license has been active in
Tahltan Territory for over a decade and Brinkman
started working under this particular license several
years ago. When the company was unable to meet
the quota under the current license, they approached
Tahltan leadership and requested a one-year extension.
In response, the TCG directed the company to hold
a series of community meetings throughout Tahltan
Territory to explain the history of the logging license
and to ensure the communities would understand the
consequences of supporting a one-year extension. The
meetings also allowed Tahltan members to voice their
concerns, ask questions about the logging industry,
and to make various requests of the company.
Both the Tahltan leadership and community members
were only willing to support a further extension on
the logging license if a new agreement would result
in significant benefits back to the Tahltan people and
if stronger environmental mitigation standards were
implemented by the logging industry.
In addition, the community of Iskut had further
concerns because many of their traplines and hunting
grounds were being negatively impacted. The
company worked with the Iskut Band Council and TCG’s
Lands Department before holding further
meetings with the community to ensure they could
address some of the distinct concerns.
A new agreement was eventually negotiated and
received support from the TCG Board of Directors, the
Tahltan Band and the Iskut Band. If the Province agrees
to issue the 1 year extension as agreed to between the
TCG and Brinkman, the following benefits will flow to
the Tahltan Nation:
• Royalties on sawlogs calculated by the cubic meter
• Preferential Tahltan hiring and training
opportunities
• Preferential Tahltan contracting opportunities
• Tahltan scholarship funds

• Tahltan language funds
• Tahltan Nation Land Use Plan collaborations
• Firewood provided equally to three local Tahltan
communities
• Cottonwood provided for cultural purposes to
local communities
The agreement also ensures that Brinkman will follow
stronger environmental guidelines and work with the
TCG Lands Department to complete the following:
• Wildlife surveys
• Silviculture
• Implementing Tahltan policies (ie. Tahltan Chance
Find Procedure)
• Controlling road and hunter access
• Avoiding sensitive cultural areas and scenic areas
Tahltan President Chad Norman Day had this to say:
“This is a historic agreement for the Tahltan Nation. Our
people are due to benefit more in the next year from the
logging industry than we have in the former ten years
combined. And more importantly, we will be working
hand-in-hand with the company to ensure higher
environmental standards are followed and that our Lands
Department is involved throughout the extension period.”
Once the logging extension has expired in 2018, the
TCG leadership has made a commitment to seek the
consent of Tahltan membership before any new
logging licenses are issued in Tahltan Territory. The TCG
Lands Department will be working closely with the
company to identify potential forestry opportunities
and will ensure Tahltans are properly informed before
being asked to make any long-term decisions about
supporting the logging industry in the future.
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TahltanWork s Up date
Pretivm (Brucejack Mine) Update
Adrian has recently met multiple times with the staff
of Pretivm to discuss the required workforce at the
Brucejack mine site. The company is currently hiring
for many different positions and the best way to apply
is via their website at http://www.pretivm.com/ under
the “Careers” tab or by filling out a general application.
Ensure you fill out the form in its entirety.
Once you have applied, you can send Adrian your
information and resume in an email with details about
Red Chris Development Corporation Update
which job you applied for to ensure he can advocate
on your behalf. The staff of TahltanWorks and TCG
Adrian Carlick, Director of TahltanWorks, spent two days leadership plan on visiting the site in the near future
in December speaking with the workers at Red Chris
and are currently negotiating an impact benefit
Mine on various issues and completed a
agreement with the company.
presentation that explains the employment portions
of the Red Chris Impact Benefit Agreement (IBA).
Tahltan Job Fair
Approximately twenty workers attended and they had
many excellent questions and concerns. Adrian will
TahltanWorks is currently working with the TCG
begin visiting the mine site at least once per month
Communications Department, Industry, post-secondary
to get feedback from Tahltans on-site and report
institutions and local community members to ensure
on the implementation of the IBA, as well as create
we bring back the Tahltan Job Fair to Dease Lake on
future presentations on the employment and training
April 1st and 2nd, 2017. If you have ideas or would like
sections.
to be a part of this initiative, please email TahltanWorks
directly. We look forward to hearing your ideas and
RCDC’s Tahltan workforce working directly for the
making this event successful for the Tahltan people.
company is approximately thirty percent. Although this
percentage ranks quite high compared to other mine
Tahltan Business Directory and Advocacy
sites across the Province, the Tahltan leadership will be
working closely with the mining company and Tahltan We are creating a registry for Tahltan businesses. Please
members to increase that percentage to 40% by 2018.
email me the details of your company, these details
The Tahltan people are well versed in mining and the
should include:
TCG will continue to advocate for Tahltan workers. In
addition,TCG will start releasing training funds through • Contact person
the IBA in the near future for Tahltan members to better
prepare themselves for employment opportunities.
• Contact information of company
The RCDC bursaries as described in the IBA are $30,000
on an annual basis and these will begin being released
by the end of the 2017 school year. The applications
should be developed shortly and the deadlines will
be communicated online and in TCG’s Fall Newsletter.
These bursaries are tentatively broken down into the
following categories:
•

Post-secondary - $12,000

•

Skills and Trades - $12,000

•

Community Programs - $5,000

•

Services and/or products provided

The intent of this registry is to inform businesses of
opportunities as they arise from various projects. We
want to work closer with our Tahltan entrepreneurs to
ensure they receive more opportunities and valuable
information in a timely fashion.
For more information please contact:
Adrian Carlick
Director of TahltanWorks
Email: director@tahltanworks.ca
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Tahltan Career Prof iles: A Spotlight on
Engineers
Caden Wallace Booth
My name is Caden W Booth and I was born in Whitehorse, YT. I am a 2nd year Engineering student at the University of
Manitoba and currently live in Winnipeg.
What I enjoy most about engineering is that it is a very large field and my career options are vast. As any kind of
engineer, I will be versatile and be able to work in many different areas throughout my life.
After I graduate, I plan to get experience in design and find a job that challenges me. I hope to further my degree in the
Biomedical field, with hopes to develop and implement different technologies that can better people's lives.
The biggest challenge I have faced so far is the work load management and dedication to completion. I have had to
work really hard with classmates and tutors to get comfortable taking higher level math classes. It has taken a lot of
effort to keep up with my studies but luckily I am supported by friends, family, and the Engineering Access Program
(ENGAP) at school.
My advice to others who may want to become an engineer: If problem-solving and science interests you, look into
engineering. It is a degree that will challenge you and teach you to solve complex and practical problems. Also, math
was a tough subject for me and engineering requires lots of math. So, no matter what you think is holding you back,
with enough dedication you can do whatever you like. That being said, I encourage students to look into a career they
love even if they think it is impossible.

Nathan Skubovius
My name is Tsànas ts’otsza from the Eth’eni family. I am a Mining Engineering Student at the University of British
Columbia (UBC). I am currently with Pretivm’s Brucejack project as an Underground Vent Engineer and Glacier Road
Surveyor.
I was motivated to become an engineer when the Northwest Transmission Line had been approved. I understood that
mines in our territory would now open because of the access to cheaper power. I wanted a designing role in these
projects and the best way was to become an engineer.
I enjoy the creativity of engineering. When designing a project, there are so many different factors. In underground
mining, we work on a very fast timescale. When a project needs to be changed we have a short window to design
something new. This can get very difficult.
Every course you take requires the ability to do math and calculations and if you do not learn it, you could potentially
make a mistake that could cost people's lives. Being an engineer is a lot of responsibility. I also had to take a diploma
program at Thompson Rivers University before I applied to the Mining Engineering program at UBC.
To be accepted into an engineering program you need a high school diploma with a good understanding of math. Then
4 years to graduate as an 'Engineer in Training.' After you gain enough experience as an EIT you must take an ethics
test to become a 'Professional Engineer.'
My advice to is to work hard. This is not an easy career but you can gain the credentials to design projects. My goal is to
come up with creative reclamation projects for the mines in Tahltan Territory and eventually create a new lifestyle for
our people.

Roy J. (Jamie) Gleason
My name is Jamie Gleason and I am self-employed as a Project Manager with CMS Construction Management Services.
I am a Certified Engineering Technologist (Civil Engineering Technology). What motivated me to become an engineer
was that I wanted to be involved with construction in a management capacity.
What I enjoy most about this career is building projects. The fact that they are always different and have a start and a
finish. There is little that is routine in this job so there is never a dull moment.
As with most professions, managing people and working relationships would have to be the most challenging aspect
of the job. The biggest success I have had with engineering so far was being the Construction Manager on a 4-storey
$20M Federal Office Building at the age of 26.
My only advice for people wanting to pursue this as a career would be - Go for it!
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Kyle Penner
My name is Kyle Penner and I am currently a 2nd year Mine Engineering student at BCIT. My passion for the mining
industry was the primary reason for taking the initial steps towards an engineering degree. My experience as an
underground miner was my secondary reason.
I chose this path because I enjoy the challenges that come along with this field and diversity of mine engineering. I look
forward to the next stage in my journey. I believe that my practical experience combined with an academic background
will lead to an exciting, varied career.
The biggest challenge I face so far is the material covered in an engineering degree. It requires full attention, as well as
ample patience and determination. You have to be dedicated.
The engineering degree program I’m involved in is a 4-year path. Once the bachelor’s degree in engineering is
obtained, several years of training and work experience under a professional engineer will pave the way to a
Professional Engineering Certification.
Although I’m only starting my engineering career, I feel that the education I’ve acquired so far is an achievement.
However, my biggest successes in mining have involved personally breaking rocks for a living underground.
I would suggest that anyone who’s interested in the practical application of science and math might consider a career in
engineering. My advice would be to closely evaluate what’s involved in the training and the career itself before making
any decisions. Once the choice is made to travel down this path, fully commit to it with enthusiasm and determination.

Nalaine Morin
My name is Nalaine Morin and I am currently the principal of ArrowBlade Consulting Services. I became an engineer
because I enjoy problem-solving. I really enjoy the math and science in this field. I also wanted to ensure that our people's
interests were being considered when making decisions on resource development projects on our territory.
I like my career because it is forever changing and improving. Though there are challenges, it is important to make sure
that your professional development is ongoing because technology is always changing. It is really important that your
clients know that you are committed to providing them the best service. You have to make sure you are keeping up with
resource development activities and the changes in engineering.
To become an engineer, I needed to have a solid background in science and math while in high school. In university, the
first two years of engineering involved a lot of chemistry, physics, and math so it is important to have a good
understanding of these areas.
I have been able to work with many First Nations groups across the country which I am grateful for. But some of my
biggest accomplishments have been creating opportunities to have discussions and consideration for our traditional
knowledge in the designing phase of resource development projects.
My advice to other Tahltans thinking of this career is to review the options in engineering and pursue the discipline that
interests you the most. Once in the field, make sure that you always take into consideration your traditional knowledge
when considering a project design.

Jason Dennis

We want to thank Molly Dennis for allowing us to add her son's bio in our newsletter; his hard work and memory will
never be forgotten. Our condolences go out to his family. Jason was an Engineering student attending BCIT. He received
his Diploma in Engineering for Mineral Exploration Technology. Upon completion, he was accepted into Arizona to
continue his educational path for his bachelor’s degree.
While attending BCIT he was also a part-time employee, he tutored first-year students. He knew the struggles of being
in the first year and the loneliness that comes with it. With that, he dedicated his time to help those that were struggling
with their first year. Whether it was helping with studies or being a friend in need. His heart was in his passion for
engineering.
The motivation for choosing this career path came from his experience as a miner. After going further into the mining
field, he discovered a program to attain his blasting ticket. Once he received his ticket he realized that you could
become a part of the designing phase and go deeper into the career as an engineer.
He loved the creativity behind being an engineer. The whole idea of being included in the creative process intrigued him,
that's why he loved tutoring as well. He would contribute to his field in any way possible.
According to Molly, “My son worked hard to follow his passion, anyone can do it if they put their mind to it and focus on
the end goal. In the north, mining is huge. Our people have so many options if they pursue education. We can do lots if we
dedicate ourselves and follow our hearts."
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Jamie Davignon
My name is Jamie Davignon and I am a Civil Designer at Stantec, currently registered as an Engineer in Training with
Engineers Yukon.
I was motivated to become an engineer because I wanted a career in a field that was constantly changing and evolving.
Engineering allows me to work in many different situations. There are multiple aspects of this career that I enjoy from the
continuous education, problem-solving, traveling and experiencing something new every day. There are many things to
enjoy on this career path.
There are challenges in an engineering career. Whether you’re designing your first or tenth wastewater treatment plant,
every project will have unique conditions and situations. Overcoming these challenges is what's most rewarding.
To become an engineer, I took a Bachelor of Arts in Applied Science, specializing in Environmental Engineering. It is a 4.5year joint program between the University of Northern British Columbia (UNBC) and University of British Columbia (UBC).
Plus, working in engineering related fields during the summers also helped a lot with my schooling and experience.
The biggest achievement I have gained so far would be the completion of my degree. Through the heavy course load, I
tried to stay positive. I pushed through because I was so proud to tell people that I was an engineering student and that I
was going to be an engineer one day.
If you are thinking of becoming an engineer, just know that anyone can be an engineer. Just like everything else, if you
put in the effort and work hard, you can be anything you want.

Kelly Bapty
My name is Kelly Bapty and I am the Principal Designer for my company 'Studio Azziza' as well as an interning Architect
due to my Masters. I was motivated to pursue my first degree in engineering because I was intrigued with building things.
Understanding of what goes into the process of building projects is what made me decide to focus on a degree as a
Building Engineer.
I enjoy the problem solving involved with this career. I love learning new stuff on a daily basis. Having to adapt to work
through a project is something that challenges me and I enjoy overcoming challenges. Having to be quick minded and
innovative is key in this field. You have to understand the social aspects of design and engineering.
One of the more challenging parts of this career for me is being a woman because this career path is a male dominated
field. Besides that, keeping up with the cost of the education can be difficult. Coming from a small northern community
there wasn’t a lot of encouragement as an indigenous person either. So, self-determination played a huge role.
The biggest success so far was being able to do meaningful work in First Nation communities. My main goal is to give
back to FN communities as much as I can. I have also been working on a proposal for a First Nations health facility to work
with Elders and members of the FN communities.
My advice to Tahltans considering this as a career would be to explore the education involved and appreciate the process.
It could be a pretty rewarding career. It is something that continually evolves and it’s exciting.

Ashley Jay
My name is Ashley Jay and I am currently a first-year engineering student at the Schulich School of Engineering (SSE), a
department at the University of Calgary. I always enjoyed math and science in high school because they challenged me. I
had many ideas for my future but once I found engineering, I knew that’s what I wanted to do.
I enjoy a lot of things thus far but I really enjoy facing a tricky problem and using everything that I've been taught to
figure it out. The feeling of finding a solution to problems is relieving when you know that all the hard work is paying off.
The challenging part of this path are the long hours and the mental exhaustion. An engineering degree at the
University of Calgary is a 4-year degree. In the first year, the courses that you take expose you to different types of
engineering because once you become an engineer, there will be projects that involve multiple types of engineers. These
courses will help you understand the basics of what the others are doing.
I believe my biggest achievement so far was being accepted into SSE. They set high entrance standards, and I had
graduated high school with a 93% average. In university, I've only been through one semester so I haven't had a major
achievement, but moving into the second semester, I've set goals that I want to achieve and I believe I can reach them.
My advice to Tahltans is that even though the work is intense, if you stay dedicated, it'll pay off. So, set goals for yourself
to achieve it will help you succeed.
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Taylor Stang
My name is Taylor Stang and I am currently a Chemical Engineering Co-op Student at the University of Alberta.
In high school, I was mostly interested in the sciences and math. I tend to enjoy solving problems so I decided to go into
engineering. In my first-year, I learned about designing chemical processes, it helped me choose chemical engineering as
my specialty.
I enjoy how technically challenging it is. In my spare time, I like to solve puzzles and to me, solving engineering problems
gives me a great satisfaction. I enjoy gaining new knowledge and new technologies are constantly emerging so it
contributes to my gains.
The engineering problems themselves can be very challenging, and it is very easy to get stuck. I had to develop
interpersonal skills so I could communicate with more experienced people and ask for advice rather than struggle
unnecessarily on my own. It is also challenging dealing with the demand for chemical engineers, and finding a job when
the economy is down. I have found that maintaining a good reputation and making contacts in the industry has
significantly contributed to me being able to find jobs.
I am currently completing my fifth year of university. I will graduate with a Chemical Engineering Degree as an engineer
in training (EIT). With this designation, I still require 4 years of work experience that I have to submit to the Association
of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of Alberta (APEGA) in order for them to give me my professional engineering
status. This will allow me to work as a professional engineer in Alberta.
Currently, my greatest achievement is that I have made it this far in my university career. Each semester is very
challenging, and each time I finish a semester I consider it a major accomplishment. I have also progressed as a student,
achieving a higher grade point average with each semester.
To Tahltans considering engineering, it is a challenging field but it can be very rewarding. It is also a relatively broad
field and new technologies are constantly emerging. The learning curve is endless and the schooling is difficult, but it is
achievable for people who put their mind to it.

Engineers Applying in Canada
Academic Requirements
To apply for registration as a professional engineer, you are required to have the equivalent of graduation from a four year
full-time bachelors program in applied science, engineering, geoscience, science or technology. If you do not have an
undergraduate degree in engineering from an accredited university program, you may be assigned academic examinations and/
or an interview.

Experience Requirements
To become registered as a Professional Engineer or to obtain a Non-Resident Licence to practice professional engineering, you
must demonstrate that you have a minimum of four years of satisfactory engineering work experience. At least one of these
years must be gained in a Canadian Environment. If you gain experience in a different discipline from your academic degree, you
will need to undergo an academic review and possible interview and/or examinations.

Law and Ethics Requirements
• Apply to write the Professional Practice Examination
• Complete the Professional Engineering and Geoscience Practice in BC Online Seminar
English Language Competence for Practice
English Language Competence for Practice is evaluated through:

• An essay written as part of the Professional Practice Examination
• Comments of referees/validators and
• Comments of interviewers (if an interview is required)
Good Character Requirement
All APEGBC members are held accountable to a Code of Ethics that governs the way an individual practices his or her profession.
APEGBC will review the information provided in your application to ensure that you meet these standards.
For more information please visit: https://www.apeg.bc.ca/
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Tahltan Youth Council

Over the past two years the Tahltan Youth Council
(TYC) has had several small meetings to encourage
youth connectivity within our Nation. The youth
council is presently working to build the TYC
membership (members are accepted up to age 39)
through several initiatives to help facilitate networking
and peer mentoring amongst our youth and young
adults. We encourage all youth within the nation to
connect with us either through our email or website
below.
The youth council is focused on maintaining an open,
supportive, and welcoming environment for our youth
to engage in a safe and creative space. The TYC will
hold a minimum of two annual meetings and is
working towards forming working groups and
committees to work on special interest projects and
initiatives that benefit our future and the Tahltan
Nation.
In the summer of 2016, construction of the Klastine
Bridge took place as a TYC initiative. The construction
of the bridge was a great success and is part of a larger
initiative to open up our traditional trails systems. We
encourage our young people to get to know the land
as our ancestors have so they can experience and enjoy
the vast wilderness that we have the duty to
steward into the future. Nathan Skubovius showed
great initiative and leadership in this project and has
become active within the TYC since its inception. He
has also attended the TCG Annual General Assembly
and AME Roundup events for multiple years at his own
expense. As a result, the members of the TYC have
appointed Nathan to be the interim Spokesperson of
the TYC to help lead its growth and development.

One initiative of the TYC has been the concept of
building a high school summer program that we have
begun calling Tahltan Rangers (for lack of a better
name). Tahltan Rangers will be an immersive program
for Tahltan youth to understand and practice Tahltan
culture, tradition and knowledge on the land. The
Tahltan Rangers will learn traditional and modern
survival skills prompting teamwork and leadership.
The hope is that the Rangers would be educated on
the land and prompted to further their education in
the community with Elders and eventually through
post-secondary education or other training programs.
This initiative would also help train the next
generation of Tahltans to be guides across culturally
sensitive areas, as well as help empower them to take
control of their lives.
The TYC is in process of planning a Summer Youth
Summit to take place at the end of June 2017, leading
into the TCG’s AGA in July. The TYC will organize several
presentations and aims to set up workshop sessions
to take place during the summit with a broad focus for
our membership to engage with.

For more information or to get involved with the
planning of the Summer Youth Summit, please
contact either Kelly Edzerza-Bapty or Nathan
Skubovius directly or through the Tahltan Youth
Council Facebook page.
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Inspiring Young Tahltans
Lucas Yuill

Chantel Quock

My name is Lucas Yuill, I am 13 years
old and currently live in Whitehorse,
Yukon. My mother is Corina Ball and
her parents are Leanne and George
Ball. I am Wolf Clan from the Cawtooma
Family.
My passion is hockey. I enjoy everything about it. I play in net
when I participate and I love the Canadiens when I watch it.
Meeting players from their team would be a dream come true.
Last year my floor hockey team won gold playing in Whitehorse.
We had a shutout and I did it all in my wheelchair. CBC did a
story on me and put it in the paper. I had a blast!
I was motivated to join sports by my principal, Ted Hupe. He is
the best principal in the whole world. He always encouraged
me and I respected that. I always wanted to participate in many
activities because I wanted to do what everyone else was doing.
I didn't want to be left alone at home doing nothing and I did
what it took to adapt. My dad also played into my passion; I
grew up watching hockey with him and he's the reason I fell in
love with it.
The greatest challenge I have faced so far was overcoming my
surgery. I almost had to sit out for my final year. Lucky for me
I have a friend like Joe. He is my educational assistant and he
helped make it possible for me to continue playing. I learn a lot
from the challenges I face and it helps me move forward. It also
allows me to help others in my situation too.

My name is Chantel Quock, I am 24
years old and I am a young Tahltan
Environmentalist. My parents are
Gayleen Day and Calvin Quock. My
paternal grandparents are Mary Quock
and Bill McPhee and my maternal grandparents are Fletcher Day
and Doreen Dennis. I belong to the Crow Clan (Tses' Kiye) and I
follow my grandmother's side and come from the Eth’eni Family.
I graduated from the College of New Caledonia in 2014 with
my Natural Resources and Environmental Technology Diploma.
Currently, I am in my third and fourth year of my Bachelors of
Science in Environmental Practice at Royal Roads University. I
was accepted into this program on January 18, 2016. My degree
is in the applications of science and technology in the
environmental sector. It is about implementing effective and
sustainable change that is necessary for our land and future.
I was motivated to follow this passion because I really enjoy
doing environmental work. It actually helped me pursue further
education because I knew it would benefit my long-term career
goals.
Some of the challenges I face would be the balance of my time.
I work full-time as an Environmental Technician at Red Chris
Mine; I have been working there since 2013. I first started off as a
student and became full-time in February of 2015.

I love helping others, recently I was a host on a telethon to raise
money for the Easter Seal House so kids can go to this camp
I attend. The cost is quite high at around $3500 per kid and I
was actually featured on Global BC where I answered a series of
questions. I was able to go behind the scenes and everything!
I felt like a celebrity for a couple days and it was an awesome
experience.

I have learned a great deal of things in my studies that have
benefited me in my job performance, ranging from technical
writing skills, sustainable development ideas and applications,
and analytical literacy. The traits learned also range from
supervisory and managerial skills to biodiversity, ecology,
biology, chemistry and more. You can learn so many cool skills
when you pursue your education. I highly recommend you push
yourself and go through school. It really pays off.

Lucas' Advice and Gratitude

Chantel's Advice and Gratitude

I have a few things to say to others like me that want to pursue
their dreams. If you’re going to follow your dreams, do whatever
you can to get to the point of happiness. Do what it takes to
pursue what you want to do in life. Never give up, it’s the worst
thing you can do. There is always a way to be happy.

My advice for Tahltans is to set long-term goals for yourself and
pursue them. Post-secondary education is extremely important
for career goals and self-growth. Nothing comes easy, so work
hard and find things like hobbies to keep your life balanced. I
enjoy traveling and hiking as much as I can if I find the time!

I would like to thank my principal, my family, my friends, my
team and Joe for all the help and courtesy they have shown me
through the years. Whether I'm fishing, wrestling, swimming,
skiing, playing sports or participating in outdoor activities, they
are always there to encourage me. Thank you.

I would like to thank the Tahltan Band for helping me achieve
my technical diploma by providing me with funding and living
allowance. I would also like to thank Red Chris Development
Company Ltd. and the team I work with for being 110%
supportive while I complete my third and fourth year of my
degree. I am truly grateful and appreciative.
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Healthy Ac tive Tahltans

Dyhann Payne

Wade Abou

My name is Dyhann Payne and I live in Prince George
and come from the Crow Clan. My parents are Julia
Payne & Fabian Teegee. My grandparents are Barbara
and John Payne.

My name is Wade Abou and I am from the Wolf Clan. My
parents are Ronda Abou and the late Gordon Dennis. My
maternal grandparents are Fred & Marlene Abou. My
paternal grandparents are James & Mary Dennis. I live in Prince
George with my three children: Wade Jr. (8), Kyla (2) and Liam (8
months).

My healthy lifestyle changed when my brother Nathan
encouraged me to start doing things to better my life. He
was into a lot of sports from mixed martial arts to playing
hockey for the Prince George Spruce Kings. So, I made
the change and started making better decisions to eat
healthier.
I had to cut out a lot of things like fatty foods, pop
and other junk food. I switched to fresh fruits
and veggies such as cut up pineapples.
I started to eat a lot of whole foods as
well. I started my change with salads.
I don't like eating anything with growth
hormones and other GMOs so I stay
away from red meats unless it's wild.
I eat a lot of chicken and fish.

I started my active lifestyle when I was seven years old. My
mother pushed me into sports, which I am thankful for today.
It started with hockey; it was a passion. I eventually moved to
other sports like soccer and swimming but hockey always took
the cake. After I started to get older, sports didn't play a big
part of my life anymore. and I began to drift from my healthy
lifestyle. However, after I had my first born and became
a father, I was determined to become a good role
model; I started eating healthy and becoming
active again.
While I was employed at the Forrest Kerr
Hydro Project I quickly realized that they had
a free gym facility there. I started lifting and
originally weighed 145lbs, but with
consistency and hard work I eventually
gained 20lbs of muscle. All my progress
came without the use of fancy supplements.

I was so attracted to this lifestyle
because of certain people who were
around me, including the influence it
could have on my daughter, Lily.

I enjoy being in good shape and having enough
energy to play with my kids. I don't eat bad but I
don't necessarily eat healthy either. I slip every now
and then but my next goal is cutting out bread. At the
I started my journey around 2012 and the biggest
moment, I don’t really need to have a strict diet but I continue to
challenge is the people around you who don't
acknowledge the lifestyle or don't have the same path as learn more and improve one day at a time.
you. It is hard eating healthy when you see others eating The biggest challenge is trying not to procrastinate. Maintaining
differently.
the motivation to go to the gym in the first place is the hardest
part. Once there though, the laziness disappears and the drive
My advice would be to not get discouraged and keep
returns. My advice is to hit the gym and watch the results. You’ll
working towards your goals. Just don’t pick up that
feel better about yourself.
donut - haha!
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Culture Prof ile - Marina Carlick
" I have always felt the most relaxed,
content and grounded when I’m in my
moments of creation."
Rising up to the demand of school and of parenthood
has definitely been a challenge. I am always
adjusting and adapting to achieve a balance of my
responsibilities. The things I have to learn to keep my
life in balance from parenthood, my creative practice,
and my studies.
My name is Marina Carlick. My parents are Jackie and
Judy Carlick. I belong to the Wolf Clan, and I am a
descendant of Simgaldtadta. I was raised in Iskut and
moved to Terrace in 2012. I have two beautiful children
- Draven McPherson who is nine-years-old and Jacklyn
McPherson who turned four-years-old on Christmas Eve.

To those who are willing to chase this kind of dream
and have a true interest and joy in pursuing art, I would
definitely encourage them to get started by enrolling in
an art program. One of my favourite quotes is above.

In September 2016, I started my first year at the Freda
Diesing School of Northwest Coast Art where I have been
painting and learning the traditional Northwest Coast
style of designs. I am an aspiring carver and am currently
working with carving tools.
I have viewed various museums with North Coast art
to explore the history and culture native to the areas.
It is an honor to be instructed and mentored by worldrenowned artists, such as Dempsey Bob, Dean Heron,
Ken McNeil and Stan Bevan.
Growing up, my parents were very supportive and always
encouraged me to pursue my passion in art. As a child,
most memories I have were drawing and expanding my
creativity. I have always felt the most relaxed, content
and grounded when I’m in my moments of creation. A
memory that always stood out to me was when I visited
the Museum of Anthropology. The feeling I had when
looking at all the breathtaking First Nations art by all the
phenomenal artists was something I could not describe.
Reflecting back to those memories, as I am engaging
in this experience, is such an ecstatic feeling. Learning
and creating First Nations art connects me to my Tahltan
culture and ancestors.
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Elder Prof ile - Christine Rat tray
My name is Christine Rattray and I am from the Cawtoonma Family
with the Crow Clan. My maiden name is Etzerza and my parents are
Chris and Liz Etzerza. My maternal grandparents are Pete Kern and
Jean Jackson, while my paternal grandparents are Mary and George
Etzerza. I am from the Tahltan Band and I currently live in Terrace.
The stories of childhood play huge roles in the way we raise our
current children. The beliefs we pass on and the lessons we learn
start at a young age. I can remember the activities we would partake
in when I was a little girl from trapping to harvesting and fishing to
hunting. When I was a young girl growing up in this ever changing
world, I always knew one thing - learn from your Elders and family.
One of the early memories I have was when I was around 9 years of
age. We had an aunt live with us (Anne Frank) who had three children
and two of which were girls. One of her daughters, Mable, and I were
fairly close. She and I would go trapping and berry picking together
after school. We'd pick berries for my mother to make jam and we'd
set snares to catch an assortment of different animals. The trapping
was more for extra cash as we would skin the animals and bring the
hide to the Hudson Bay location. I can't quite remember how much
we would sell them for but it was enough. It was pretty easy learning
how to skin the animals; all you really needed was a pocket knife for
the size of game we were catching. Being taught how to set snares,
berry pick, and all of the other things we now call traditional was a
normal part of our lives.
I had fond memories of the teachings we would receive. It was more
of a mandatory thing until we developed a passion for it. My first
cousin Helen's husband is the person that blessed us with how to
fish. His name was Eddie Frank and he taught us at the place Tahltans
know as Six Mile. My father was usually working so Eddie played a
huge role in teaching us about fish. We usually fished by the pail using
nets for sockeye and king salmon. The difference between the two
is the size of the net; it was way bigger for the kings. We also learned
that you needed deep sections to set a net as well so most of our
fishing happened on the Stikine in July. It was the best month to fish.
Of all the things we were taught while growing up, language was
one thing I regret not putting extra time into. There are only a few
fluent speakers left in our nation. One thing I'd like to see is our
children learning the language. Now that there are programs to aid in
this process, I think it should be mandatory. Especially that we have
people like Pat Etzerza to go to for help. It is slowly dying out and we
need to prevent this from happening. Meduh.
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Tahltan Recipe - Fried Salmon
Ingredients:
Salmon - 4 pieces
Flour - 2 cups
Bacon Grease - 4 tbsp
Onions - 1
Rice - 2 cups
Directions:
Make 2 cups of rice the regular way.
Chop onions up and set aside. In a
frying pan, add bacon grease and heat
until the desired temperature. Coat
salmon in flour and fry in the bacon
grease until the desired texture. Serve
over rice and enjoy!

L anguage
SEC T ION
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We Write Our L anguage: A Tahltan Alphabet Book

An exciting development with Tāłtān Language
projects has been the creation of Tāłtān language
books, one of which is Dah Dzahgē Esigits, We Write
Our Language: A Tāłtān alphabet book. This is a
picture book where each letter of the Tāłtān alphabet,
representing the sounds of the language, has its own
page with a common Tāłtān word featuring that
particular sound and an image that captures the word

in a sentence. This book was coordinated by Dr. Judy
Thompson, developed by language leaders Angela
Dennis, Regina Louie, and Odelia Dennis and illustrated
by Peter Morin, Una-Ann Moyer, and Tsēma (Tamara)
Igharas (nee Skubovius). The hope is that this book will
inspire future generations of Tāłtān speakers and aid in
Tāłtān cultural sustainability.

A Tahltan Alphabet App
This Alphabet Book is also being adapted to be
available as a web application so that anyone with the
internet can access Tāłtān words and phrases, with
the added bonus of hearing audio of these words and
phrases in the language.
Tāłtān language researchers and learning speakers,
Ło'oks (Ryan Dennis) and Ishkādi (Reginald Dennis), are
working with audio recordings of stories told in Tāłtān
by the late Rosie Dennis. They are carefully listening
and transcribing the language and consulting with
Tāłtān language experts for accurate translations of
these Tahltan histories and stories. The hope is that
these too can be eventually developed into books for
the whole Tahltan Nation to enjoy.
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If you have any stories that you would like to share for the next newsletter, please email them to
communications@tahltan.org, or bring in a hard copy to the TCG office in Dease Lake.

Central Government
If you have not yet joined TCG’s
Facebook Page, please head to
www.facebook.com/tahltangovernment
to stay up-to-date with Tahltan Nation news
and events, job postings, member
birthdays, anniversaries and other
accomplishments.

www.tahltan.org

